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Legal Disclaimer 

All or some of the products detailed in this presentation may still be under 
development and certain specifications, including but not limited to, release 
dates, prices, and product features, may change. The products may not function 
as intended and a production version of the products may never be released. 
Even if a production version is released, it may be materially different from the 
pre-release version discussed in this presentation.  

Nothing in this presentation shall be deemed to create a warranty of any kind, 
either express or implied, statutory or otherwise, including but not limited to, any 
implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-
infringement of third-party rights with respect to any products and services 
referenced herein.  
ADX, AnyIO, Brocade, Brocade Assurance, the B-wing symbol, DCX, Fabric 
OS, ICX, MLX, MyBrocade, OpenScript, VCS, VDX, and Vyatta are registered 
trademarks, and HyperEdge, The Effortless Network, and The On-Demand 
Data Center are trademarks of Brocade Communications Systems, Inc., in the 
United States and/or in other countries. Other brands, products, or service 
names mentioned may be trademarks of their respective owners. 
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OF MAINFRAME DOMINANCE 

• Mainframes are in use in 90% of the Fortune 1000 and a 
large percentage of midmarket companies” 

• IBM and the Computer & Communications Industry Association 

…more than 70 percent of all corporate data resides on 
mainframes. Legacy systems represent trillions of dollars in 
assets…  
• z/Journal 

• About 25 % of IBM’s annual revenue comes from the sale of 
mainframes and associated products like storage systems, 
software and services! 
• NY Times 
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Happy Birthday System z! 
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Presentation Notes
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Now – Let‘s Look Inside FICON I/O Processing 

• There have been many, significant improvements in how I/O 
is handled by the mainframe. 

• FIbre CONnection, introduced in 2000, has undergone a vast 
number of improvements since then. 
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• It has been necessary to match 
the improvements of FICON on 
the mainframe with 
improvements of FICON 
flowing along a Fibre Channel 
storage network. 

• This is an overview of some of 
those storage networking 
improvements. 
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Bottleneck Detection 

• The bottleneck detection feature identifies ports where the offered load 
is greater than the achieved egress throughput 

• Bottleneck detection enables a user to: 
• Prevent degradation of throughput in the fabric 
• Reduce the time it takes to troubleshoot network problems 

Identify Slow Draining Devices and Storage Network Congestion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The benefits of bottleneck detection are they allow you to:Prevent degradation of throughput in the fabric.The bottleneck detection feature alerts you to the existence and locations of devices that are causing latency. If you receive alerts for one or more F_Ports, use the CLI to check whether these F_Ports have a history of bottlenecks.Reduce the time it takes to troubleshoot network problems.If you notice one or more applications slowing down, you can determine whether any latency devices are attached to the fabric and where. You can use the CLI to display a history of bottleneck conditions on a port. If the CLI shows above-threshold bottleneck severity, you can narrow the problem down to device latency rather than problems in the fabric.



• Monitor for latency in the I/O fabric with Bottleneck Detection and receive 
notification when problems are detected 

• Monitor resource contention, congestion, and other issues impacting user 
application performance and FICON performance 

• Alert the user when thresholds are exceeded and display data on a Dashboard 

Volume 

Volume 
This image cannot currently be displayed.

Enhanced Bottleneck Detection Latency 
Monitoring 

Bottleneck Detection 
Quickly Identify and Resolve FICON Performance Degradation 



Significant Change In Data Encoding  

E-of-F S-of-F 

Payload Area of Frame – up to 2112 bytes of data 

8b/10b (since 1950s but patented in 1983) 

• 1/2/4 and 8Gbps will always use 8b/10b data encoding 
• 10Gbps and 16Gbps will always use 64b/66b data encoding 

8bit BYTE 
c111c11111 

8bit BYTE 
c111c11111 

8bit BYTE 
c111c11111 

8bit BYTE 
c111c11111 °°° 

8b/10b: Each 8 bit Byte becomes a 10 bit Byte – 20% overhead 

E-of-F S-of-F 

Payload Area of Frame – up to 2112 bytes of data 

64b/66b (available since 2003) 

8 BYTEs 
cc◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊ 

8 BYTEs 
cc◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊ 

8 BYTEs 
cc◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊ 

8 BYTEs 
cc◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊ °°° 

64b/66b: Two check bits are added after every 8 Bytes – 2% overhead 
•At the end of every 32, eight byte groups, we have collected 32 hi-order ck bits 
•This is a 32 bit check sum to enable Forward Error Correction to clean up links 

8b/10b compared to 64b/66b 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
8b/10b encoding was patented by IBM some time ago.During 2011 IBM’s FICON I/O testing engineer, Cathy Cronin, published a FICON performance paper about zHPF. In that paper, on pages 21-25, she discussed zHPF performance over long distances. There is an interesting paragraph about 10Gbps ISLs (see below). The logic should also apply to 16Gbps links and ISLs since 16Gbps makes use of 64b/66b encoding.After reading below, it would follow that a 16Gbps link (1600 MB/sec), which uses 64b/66b would also be 25% more efficient and therefore would provide a maximum of approximately 2000 MB/sec in each direction. I do not know if the standards committee who authored FC-SB4 took into account the reduced overhead when using 64b/66b and allowed that to account for a 1600 MB/sec maximum rate or if the reduced overhead actually does produce as much as 2000 MB/sec in data rate.Here is what Cathy Cronin wrote:“Figure 17 below displays the maximum MB/sec achieved on a 10Gbps ISL between two FICON directors separated by 100 km with both 500 and 700 Buffer-to-Buffer (B2B) credits available on each of the ISL ports. Previously, the general recommendation was to use 0.5 buffers for each 1 km of distance and each 1Gbps of link speed. This implies 50, 100, 200, 400 and 500 B2B credits for 1, 2, 4, 8 and 10Gbps link speeds respectively.However, in contrast to the 1, 2, 4 and 8Gbps FICON link speeds which use 8b/10b encoding schemes, the 10Gbps ISL link uses a 64b/66b encoding scheme. This means that in contrast to the 1, 2, 4 and 8Gbps FICON channel link speeds which are capable of a maximum of approximately 100, 200, 400 and 800 MB/sec, a 10Gbps ISL link is capable of a maximum of approximately 1250 MB/sec in each direction [25% more data in each frame because of reduced check bit overhead].  Therefore, approximately 25% more buffers or 625 B2B credits are needed to push a 10Gbps ISL link to its limit.



Multi-speed Encoders Along With A 
Significant Change In Data Encoding 

• To improve the efficiency of the FC protocols, 
10G and 16G optics use only 64b/66b coding 
which is 98% efficient 
• Encoding is done by the ASIC and depends on 

which optic is being utilized in that port 
• 8b/10b coding is used for 1/2/4/8G FC and is 80% 

efficient 
• 16G signals cannot use the 8b/10b encoders 

• To be backward compatible with 4/8G FC the 
16G FC ASICs must support both 8b/10b and 
64b/66b coder/decoders (codec) on each link 
• 1Gbps and 2Gbps are not supported at 16Gbps 

• During speed negotiation, the transmitter and 
receiver switch back and forth between the 
speeds (and the corresponding codecs) until the 
fastest speed is reached for a given link 

Coupler 

8b/10b 
Encoder 

For 4/8 Gbps FC 

For 10/16 Gbps FC 
ASIC 

64b/66b 
Encoder 8/10/16 Gb 

SFP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original 10Gbps ports (2004 timeframe) could not auto negotiate as they only used 64b/66b for data encoding. They could not interpret 8b/10b encoded data.16Gbps standards identified that as an issue and Brocade has improved our new 10G and 16G technology so that during port login the physical port coupler can determine if the other end of the connection will be using 64b/66b encoding or 8b/10 encoding and modify which codec it uses as a result of that process.Data encoding is utilized when data is sent across electronic components from one destination to another. 1, 2, 4, and 8 Gb Fibre Channel all use 8b/10b encoding.   Meaning, 8 bits of data gets encoded into 10 bits of transmitted information – the two bits are used for data integrity. 10G and 16G FC uses 64b/66b encoding. For every 64 bits of data, only 2 bits are used for integrity checks.   While theoretically this lowers the overall protection of the data, and increases the amount of data discarded in case of failure, that actual number of data units that are discarded due to failing serialization/deserialization is minuscule.



Multi-speed Encoders – Example 
This example assumes the connection of 2 switches 

Coupler 

8B/10B 
Encoder For 2-8G FC 

For 10/16G FC 64B/66B 
Encoder 

Coupler 

8B/10B 
Encoder For 2-8G FC 

For 10/16G FC 64B/66B 
Encoder 

16G FC 
SFP+ 

8G FC 
SFP+ 

Link runs at 
fastest speed of 
8G FC so uses 

8B/10B 
encoding 

ASIC ASIC 

Coupler 

8B/10B 
Encoder For 2-8G FC 

For 10/16G FC 64B/66B 
Encoder 

Coupler 

8B/10B 
Encoder For 2-8G FC 

For 10/16G FC 64B/66B 
Encoder 

16G FC 
SFP+ 

16G FC 
SFP+ 

Link runs at 
fastest speed of 
16G FC so uses 

64B/66B 
encoding 

ASIC ASIC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is at port login (PLOGI) that we determine which Codec will be used for the connection.Here are just a few examples of how auto negotiation works.
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• ASIC-based functionality that is enabled by                                                       
by default and allows the hardware to fix bit errors in a 
10G or 16Gbps data stream 

• Works on Frames and on Primitives 

• The high-order bits collected from the 64b/66b data 
encoding help correct transmission bit errors 

• Corrects up to 11 bit errors per each                                                                                        
2,112 bits in a payload transmission 

• 11 bit corrections per 264 bytes of payload 

• Requires hardware that is capable of performing this 
function for its E_Ports  

• Significantly enhances reliability of frame 
transmissions across an I/O network 

Forward Error Correction 



• Even when ISL links are being used very well, Head  of 
Line Blocking on an ISL link can create congestion and 
performance problems much like toll booths on a Super 
Highway can cause congestion and slow travel. 

Storage Network Super Highways 
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Head of Line Blocking 
What Is the Problem? 

Different 
destination but  
must wait for 

grey car to clear 
the road 

Going straight ahead but 
waiting at the red light 

Destination 
Grey Car 

Destination 
Red Car 

Head of Line 
Blocking! 

Right 

Roads are Full Duplex 
The town of 

“No Virtual Channels” 
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Head of Line Blocking 
What Is the Problem? 

Different 
destination so now 

NO WAITING for 
the grey car to 
clear the road 

Going straight ahead 
but waiting for red 

light 

Destination 
Grey Car 

Destination 
Red Car 

Roads are Full Duplex 

No Head of Line 
Blocking! 

Right 

The town of 
“Virtual Channels” 
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• Virtual Channels is a unique feature available on every Brocade 
switch/Director. 

• VC technology logically partitions the buffer credits on each ISL link 
into many different BC pools (virtual channels) and then prioritizes 
traffic to optimize performance and prevent head of line blocking.  

• In addition, each VC has its own queues. 

• Of course an ISL is still just one fibre link so only a single lane (a 
single frame) of I/O traffic is passing across it, in each direction, 
physically at a time: 
• A VC is really just a smaller allotment segment of the total buffer credit 

pool that becomes dedicated to servicing a specific VC number. 
• Segmenting the single physical buffer credit pool into multiple pools 

allows frames to avoid HoLB and keeps the ISL link optimized 

Virtual Channels (VCs) 
Buffer Credit Pool segments established on each ISL link 

14 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Footnote 1:See the Brocade FOS Command Reference Manual v7.x and the Brocade Extended Fabrics data sheet.For a FICON fabric with QoS enabled but not  zoned, each switch port uses a set PID (based on the switch port number), unless Port Swap has been used. The lower nibble of the byte in the area portion of the PID 210F00 is used to assign the VC. Congestion can occur on a VC if too many high utilization devices are placed on ports sharing the same VC.Quality of Service (QoS) is a licensed traffic shaping feature available in Fabric OS. QoS allows the prioritization of data traffic based on the SID/DID of each frame. Through the use of QoS zones, traffic can be divided into three priorities: high, medium, and low. The seven data VC channels, VC8-14, are used to multiplex data frames based upon QoS Zones when congestion occurs.In the normal SAN case when QOS is enabled and is zoned, 34-buffers are reserved as follows: 4 for Class F2 for MulticastAnd 22 for data VCs (2 each for the 11-VCs).  The remaining 6-buffers are then placed in a shareable pool for use by the data VCs.  For FCP traffic, with QoS enabled and zoned, there are 11 VCs and the traffic is distributed to VCs according to the zoning definitions. There are Low-, Medium- and High-Priority Zones, and depending of what zone the initiator belongs to the I/O traffic goes over VC 8/9 for Low-Priority, VC 2/3/4/5 for Medium-Priority and VC 10/11/12/13/14 for High-Priority zonesWhen the ISL link is set for long distance, the same buffer credit reservations are made as described above, but the shared pool will grow based on the credit calculation for the speed and distance selected



Sw
itch E_Port 

Sw
itch E_Port 

Each Brocade ISL 

VC 8 
VC 9 
VC 10 
VC 11 
VC ► 
VC ▼ 
VC ◄ 
VC 39   

VC 0 
VC 1 
VC 2 
VC 3 
VC 4 
VC 5 
VC 6 
VC 7 

Condor3 Condor3 

Virtual Channels help create a SAN Super Highway 
Buffer Credit (BC) Pool segments provide multiple lanes of traffic on 1 link 
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The Port BC pool is logically segmented into groups of virtual BCs (virtual 
channels) and then ingress ports can be assigned to a virtual channel 

segment if an ISL is required to be used. 
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Presentation Notes
A graphical representation of how E_Port Virtual Channels look on an ISL link.



16G SFP+ 16G SFP+ 

FC 
 

Cables 
Switch 
ASIC 

Switch 
ASIC 

Reduce the time it takes to successfully deploy a fabric  

• Full support for 16G SFPs 
• Partial support for 10G SFPs 
• Provides the following capabilities: 
 Performs electrical loopback (16G) 
 Performs optical loopback (16G) 
 Measures link distance (10G, 16G) 
 Does link saturation testing (10G, 16G) 

• Diagnostic Port will check optics and 
cables integrity 
• D_Port is a special port type, configured 

by the user to run diagnostics 
• Does not carry any FC control or data 

traffic 
• Supported only on ISL and ICL ports 

RX 

TX 

TX 

RX 

TX 

RX 

RX 

TX 

TX 

RX 

RX 

TX 

Electrical  Loopback 
Optical  Loopback 
Link distance/saturation 

Works end-to-end 
even through DWDM! 

Testing ISL Links Before Deployment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diagnostic Port (D_Port) - Identify and isolate optics and cable problems fasterFully supported on 16 Gbps SFP+, distance accuracy 5mPartially supported on 10 GbE SFP+ (no electrical and optical loopback tests), distance accuracy 50mSupported only on Condor3 ISL E/EX_Ports Brocade branded SFPs requiredNo support on UltraScale ICLs, F_Ports and N_Ports (AG or HBA)No support in R_RDY mode until FOS 7.1.0cNo support with encryption/compressionNo additional license needed Ports must be taken offline Can be used to exercise/verify the hardware before deploying the port into the fabricThe D_Port is not part of the fabricNo routes setNo switch control frames flow throughNo device data traffic flows throughNo impact on the fabric operations or traffic though other portsComplete isolation from the fabrics at both ends of link (no merge)Test exercises:Ports, SFPs and the interconnecting cableSupported in Brocade Network Advisor16 Gbps onlyAt FOS 7.1.0c the D_Port Link Distance and Saturation tests can be performed on ICLs. Electrical and Optical Loopback are not supported as QSFP does not support these tests.
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• Once D_Port has been executed, users might want to consider using I/O 
Generator to create a saturation flow across the ISL link to test for a stable link 

• Generates traffic at line rate across ISL links for testing purposes.  

• For System z customers, the expected use for this feature is to validate inter-switch 
links (ISLs), especially through DWDM and over leased lines.  

I/O Flow Generator 
Better testing of ISL links before they are deployed 

• Previously, the only feature to generate 
traffic to validate links was the Diagnostic 
Port (D_Port) function but D_Port was not 
designed to actually stress those links.  

• Flow Generator is a complimentary                                                                                  
tool to stress links at full line rate to                                                                                                   
make sure that they are up to the                                                                                                        
task of delivering I/O successfully                                                                              
throughout the fabric. 
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• Flow Monitoring provides performance analysis based 
on a specific CHPID-to-Link address path.  
• Multiple Flow Monitors can be created.  
• All Flows to a given port can be created automatically so 

performance at a specific port can be analyzed by channel 
path.  

• The ability to automatically configure a Flow Monitor 
for all paths to a given port can be a valuable 
troubleshooting tool to determine where traffic to a port 
originates. 

• For example, an HCD mistake that results in two 
CHPIDs from different CECs contending for the same 
tape port is easily found by setting up a Flow Monitor 
on the tape port to automatically monitor all flows.  

• Using switch management software, a single mouse 
click brings the user right to the port information with 
the RNID data that articulates the CEC S/N, CHPID, 
and CSS.  

I/O Flow Monitoring 
Reduce the time it takes to resolve congestion/backpressure issues 



Inter-Switch Links and Inter-Chassis Links 

ICLs 

Do not 
create        

an 
official 

hop 

But 

Do 
connect 
domains 
together 

 

ISLs 

Do      
create        

an 
official 

hop 

And 

Do 
connect 
domains 
together 

 

Domain 1 

Domain 2 

Domain 4 

Domain 5 

“Hop of no concern” Creates a FICON hop 

QSFP 
Connections 

SFP 
Connections 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UltraScale ICL licensing for 8510 is a POD implementation with new P/NDCX 8510-8: First POD license activates half the links, second POD license activates remaining linksDCX 8510-4: Single POD license activates all links



Unique Fabric Scalability 

• Chassis expansion scalability through an ability 
to provision up to 768 ports of 16 Gbps 
bandwidth, within a local fabric through the use 
of ICLs: 
• Three 256 port chassis can be connected together 

providing 768 ports with from 128 – 2048 Gbps of 
ICL bandwidth (three 256p chassis = 768 ports)  

• Chassis expansion scalability through an ability 
to provision up to 1,536 ports of 16 Gbps 
bandwidth, in a cascaded FICON fabric through 
the use of ICLs and ISLs: 
• Three 256 port chassis can be interconnected with 

ICLs and then ISL connected to another pod of 
three 256 port chassis (6 * 256 = 1,536p) 

• The example to the right shows a 1,024 FICON           
port fabric 

FICON Triangle Configuration 

Up to 
6,800 miles 
11,000 km 

(FCIP ISLs) 

Using MPO cables, can 
be up to 100 m so these 
chassis can be in widely 

dispersed cabinets. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UltraScale Inter-Chassis Link (ICL) connectivity is a unique Brocade DCX feature, first introduced in FOS 6.x on 8Gbps Directors, and now enhanced at 16Gbps Directors that provides short-distance connectivity between two DCX family chassis’s for FC -- good option for customers who want to build a powerful core without sacrificing device ports for Inter-Switch Link (ISL) connectivity. Rather than using ISLs (and using up connectivity ports) consider using ICLs since ICL cables can now be up to 100 meters in distance.There are special configuration considerations for environments with three or more switches (domain IDs) in a FICON fabric. Assistance from service support should be sought to ensure proper configuration. 



Port De/Re-commissioning for Mainframes 

• Coordinate event with external applications 
• Switch operating system moves routes off of the target 

ISL before that ISL is disabled 

• Mechanism to remove an ISL non-disruptively 
• Block/Disable an ISL port after moving  the traffic flow 

to other routes so that removing it will be non-disruptive 
• Requires Lossless DLS to be enabled on both end 

• Will become attached to automated 
processes like Port Fencing in the future 
 

Improving FICON ISL Management 

FICON 

FICON 
 

ISLs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Port Decommission feature provides users with the ability to non-disruptively remove an ISL from service. When an ISL is selected for decommissioning, the switches communicate with each other to coordinate the movement of flows off of the ISL to alternative paths. Once the flows are moved to alternative paths, the switches block the E_Ports associated with the ISL being decommissioned to complete the decommission process.Note the following restrictions of port decommissioning:• The local switch and the remote switch on the other end of the E_Port must both be running Fabric OS 7.0.0 or later.• Port decommissioning is not supported on links configured for encryption or compression until FOS 7.1 or higher.• Port decommissioning is not supported on ports with DWDM, CWDM, or TDM.• Port decommissioning requires that the lossless feature is enabled on both the local switch and the remote switch.



• Mechanism to remove a CHPID or Storage 
port non-disruptively 
• Block/Disable a device port after allowing each 

LPAR to quiescing the path/device so that 
removing it will be non-disruptive 

• Coordinate event with external applications 
• Application or system manager 

• Moves workload off of a target port before 
that port is disabled 

• Will become attached to automated 
processes like Port Fencing in the future 

• Each LPAR would run a CIMOM agent LPAR 
agent 

LPAR 
agent 

LPAR 
agent 

LPAR 
agent 

LPAR 
agent 

LPAR 
agent 

FICON 

FICON 

Brocade 
Manager 

Port De/Re-commissioning for Mainframes 
Improving FICON N_Port Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The F-Port Decommission feature allows the operator to automatically vary off all paths to a device with a specific link address with a single click mouse click. Each LPAR communicates with Network Advisor to determine which CHPIDs have paths defined to the specified port. Once all LPARs communicate back to Network Advisor that all paths to the port has been varied offline, Network Advisor instructs the switch to disable the port. Ports are not disabled if the LPAR could not vary off the device, as would be the case if it was the last path to the device.



Improved ISL Security and Efficiency 

• Secure Transfers 
• Encrypts data on 4/8/16 Gbps ISLs hosted 

on Gen 5, 16 Gbps  blades 
• Switch-to-switch encryption,  

not at-rest encryption 
• For Fibre Channel long-distance links 

• Uses AES-GCM algorithm for both 
authentication and encryption 

• Uses 256-bit encryption key 

• Maximum Network Efficiency 
• Disk or tape traffic gets compressed on ISL 

and gets uncompressed at the receiving 
switch 

• Provides up to 2:1 compression and uses 
Brocade LZO algorithm 

• Provides up to 128 Gbps of compressed 
bandwidth per blade 

• Requires no license and can be used 
in conjunction with in-flight encryption 

ISL data traffic Compression and/or Encryption In-Flight 

Unencrypted 

Encrypted 

Compressed 

!@#$%^&*<“) !@#$%^&*<“) Critical Data 
Critical Data 

Critical Data 

Critical Data 

Uncompressed 

Qualified Configurations: 
• Use neither capability 
• Use both capabilities concurrently 
• Use only compression 
• Use only encryption 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compression and Encryption:Supported in VF (with XISLs) and non-VF modesDisabled by default, can be optionally enabled on a per port basisMax 2 ports per Brocade 6510 and 4 ports per FC16-32 and FC16-48 blades with encryption, compression or bothCondor3 blades: 32 Gbps encryption and 64 Gbps compressionBrocade 6510: 32 Gbps encryption and 32 Gbps compressionNo license needed to enable encryption or compressionSupported only on E_Ports: ISL trunks (max 2 ports/trunk) and long distance supportedNot supported on LISLs, EX_Ports, ICLs, F_Ports, AG, Port MirroringNot supported when Port Decommissioning is in use until FOS 7.1.0c when it does become supported.For any supported 16G blade or 16G switch, the number of ports supported for Encryption/Compression at 8G speed is twice the number of ports supported at 16G speed. 



Storage Networking Dashboards 
Proactive management of Storage Networking 

Health and Performance Dashboards 
provide a color coded “quick look” at 

many storage network metrics  

• Customers are demanding Ease-of-Use 
as they deploy new technologies into 
their data centers. 

• A variety of FC fabric event monitoring 
and displayable metrics can now 
provide customers with many 
advantages: 
• Quick check of the SAN’s status 
• Quick check of the IP status 
• Early and better fault detection 
• Proactively detect deteriorating SFPs 
• Avoid down time and replace in a 

scheduled maintenance window. 
• Apply predefined parameters across 

all fabrics within an enterprise with a 
single mouse click 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brocade Network Advisor Dashboards provide a fast convenient method to find fabric problems and proactively monitor for potential problems. Dashboards can be used to monitor SFP power, SFP temperature, port statistics, port B/W utilization, and many more. Customers are encouraged to begin using the Dashboards as this is where new fabric monitoring features will be added.



Start With A SAN Health Check-up 
For FCP and FICON I/O Environments 

Simple and effective way to stop whiteboard 
SAN management 

• Topology diagrams 
• Comprehensive reporting 
• Performance graphs 
• Health and best practice checks 



• Visio Diagram 
• Detailed diagrams of all fabrics and end devices  

• Excel File 
• Reports on traffic spikes and over-subscription ratios 
• Verifies Zoning and switch setting consistency 
• Flags any potential SFP and cable errors 
• Provides detailed licensing and capacity planning information 

Report Content: 

SAN Health Check-up Tool 

• Five Minute Process 
• One Minute to install 
• Four Minutes to audit 

fabrics 

• Encrypted upload to secure 
servers located at Brocade 
HQ 

• Detail report returned within a 
couple of hours via email 

• Brocade 
• Cisco 
• McDATA 

Compatible with: 



Let Me End This Session By Proudly 
Presenting The Industry’s ONLY 
FICON Certification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brocade’s Certification Program helps IT professionals distinguish themselves by demonstrating expertise in implementing industry-leading technology used in real-world networking environments. 



Mainframe-centric Classes We Teach 

Fundamentals of Brocade Mainframe Networking Seminar 
taught over 2 full days or 3 relaxed days 

• We have been holding classes since mid-2008 

• This is good for mainframers who desire to become professionally 
certified as FICON subject matter experts 

• This seminar teaches advanced concepts and is not well suited        
for professionals with less than 1 year of experience 

 
Total number of attendees at these seminars since 2008: ~550 
Total number of Brocade FICON Certifications awarded: 250+ 
 

(There is so little FICON training available that some people attend just to 
get current on FICON and not for certification) 

This FICON Certification is Unique in the Industry 



Brocade Certified Architect for FICON (BCAF) 

Fundamentals of Brocade Mainframe Networking Seminar 
(the preparatory class for the BCAF certification) 

Day 1 (8:30am to 5pm): 
• Course Introduction 
• Mainframe and FICON Overview 
• Brocade Switching Technologies 
• Design and Migration 
• FICON cascading and data transmission technologies 

 
Day 2 (8:30am to 5pm): 
• Managing cascaded FICON environments 
• FCIP, Data Replication and Business Continuity Networks 
• FICON Implementation 
• Managing and Maintaining a FICON Environment 

Brocade can provide this 2 or 3 day training for YOU!  

• Class minimum size is 8 people 
• No charge if taught in the USA 
• $2,500 fee for travel and living if taught overseas 

• Contact David Lytle if interested:   dlytle@brocade.com 

Can be done 
In 3 easier 

days! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the two day agenda for the BCAF seminar.



   Some Mainframe Social Media Sites 

Please check out the Brocade Mainframe Solutions blog today: 
http://community.brocade.com/t5/Mainframe-Solutions/bg-p/MainframeSolutions 
  
Find useful information on the Brocade Fibre Channel Communities Page today: 
http://community.brocade.com/t5/Fibre-Channel-SAN/bd-p/fibre 
 
 
  
Join us in discussing issues at the Mainframe Discussion Community today:     
 http://community.brocade.com/t5/Mainframe-FICON/bd-p/mainframesolutionsforum 

Almost 300,000 hits! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a couple of great resources for you to utilize as you work with your FICON fabrics.

http://community.brocade.com/t5/Mainframe-Solutions/bg-p/MainframeSolutions
http://community.brocade.com/t5/Fibre-Channel-SAN/bd-p/fibre
http://community.brocade.com/t5/Mainframe-FICON/bd-p/mainframesolutionsforum
http://community.brocade.com/t5/Mainframe-FICON/bd-p/mainframesolutionsforum
http://community.brocade.com/t5/Mainframe-FICON/bd-p/mainframesolutionsforum
http://community.brocade.com/t5/Mainframe-FICON/bd-p/mainframesolutionsforum
http://community.brocade.com/t5/Mainframe-FICON/bd-p/mainframesolutionsforum
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5 = “Aw shucks. Thanks!” 
4 = “Mighty kind of you!” 
3 = “Glad you enjoyed this!” 
2 = “A Few Good Nuggets!” 
1 = “You Got a Nice Nap!” 

My Reaction! 

David Lytle, BCAF 
Principal Engineer 
Brocade 
dlytle@brocade.com 

Session 14375 
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